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Humans, from energy “consumers” to “members of the biospheric community”
Humans, as all creatures in the earth, are energy “transformers”. However, since an industrialist vision of the world and the culture was set, humans have rather become energy “consumers”.
Since its origin, mankind has lived on the use of renewable energy sources. Most of the time humans have transformed sun radiation into food, heat (firewood), and shelter (buildings). So, for millennia, people have learned to harness the sun, the water, the biomass, the wind, etc. for all their
energy needs. These were renewable energy sources that were regenerated and were able to be
used again in a reasonable period of time. This forced mankind to learn how to live under the rhythm
of the sun. This implies the acknowledgement of earth limitations, as the amount of energy available
is limited to the solar constant (amount of energy received per surface unit at the earth-atmosphere
system).
It was only recently, after industrialisation, that mankind abandoned the use of renewable energy
sources and became addicted to fossil fuels, which in fact is solar energy stored in a chemical form,
resulting from the fossilization of biological materials in remote geological stages in time. And this
addiction is so big that even today climate stability is in danger due to the fact that we are releasing
into the atmosphere fossilized carbon that have been extracted and keeps being extracted from the
subsoil, in order to burn it and convert it into energy.
When today we suggest the use of biospheric fluxes with energy content, it is rarely taken into account the paradigm shift resulting from their use. The fact of giving up the burning of fossil fuels as a
basis of our society (materials that once they are burnt are no longer available for human), and start
basing it on the use of biospheric fluxes implies that humans shift from being energy “consumers” to
“beings that take advantage of the energy flows”. This means that mankind would stop being dependent on an extractive economy and would become a member of the biospheric community, getting integrated in their natural cycles, and living under the rhythm of the sun. This would result in
mankind no longer being dependent on an extractive economy and would become a member of the
biospheric community, getting integrated in their natural cycles, and living under the rhythm of the
sun.
Josep Puig i Boix
President of the Board of Trusties at Eurosolar (European Association for Renewable Energy) and
Ecoserveis CEO

If extreme weather becomes the norm, starvation awaits
George Monbiot, a Guardian columnist, has reassessed how the ever rising need for food can be
met in a world with ever increasing weather extremes. In the US, Russia and Ukraine harvests
were devastated by prolonged droughts whilst in
northern Europe crop yields were reduced by
endless rain. The outcome is that there was a
short fall in grain supplies of 28 million tons in
2012. With an ever increasing world population,
if the 2013 harvest does yield record crops, the
poorest people could be in real trouble because
of rising food prices.

more rain when the fronts hit Italy. The Italian
climate, with ever drier summers and violent rains
in the winter, looks set to become more like North
Africa than, say, France’
Tom Kington, Guardian 14 November 2012
UN sounds global warming alarm
‘The world is straying further away from commitments to combat climate change, bringing the
prospect of catastrophic global warming a step
closer’, a UN report published on 21 November.
This warning was sounded as representatives
from almost 200 countries meet in Qatar for 2012
climate change negotiations.

Monbiot suggests that ‘Whereas farmers in the
rich nations can adapt to a change in averaged
conditions, it is hard to see how they can adapt to
extreme events, especially if those events are
different every year.’ For less well-off farmers,
such conditions could lead to extreme starvation
of people existing on local food production.
Guardian 16 October 2012

The gap between cuts in greenhouse gases
agreed by world governments and the cuts that
scientists say are necessary has widened. There
is now 20% more carbon in the atmosphere than
there was in 2000 according to the United Nations Environment Programme study. Executive
director Achim Steiner explained that ‘the transition to a low-carbon economy is happening far
too slowly and the opportunity for meeting carbon
Evidence for extreme weather
limits is narrowing annually’. The goal of limiting
James Hansen, one of the world’s leading climate scientists has analysed the global weather global warming to a 2C rise above pre-industrial
records over the past 80 years. The frequency of levels requires carbon in the atmosphere to be
restricted to 450 ppm. This limit is likely to be
extremely hot events (such as the droughts
exceeded in the next five years unless rapid inwhich hammered the US and Russia) has risen
tervention is agreed by all major polluters.
by a factor of around 50 by comparison to the
decades before 1980. Forty years ago, extreme
summer heat typically affected between 0.1 and As a further indication of how little time is left, the
0.2% of the globe. Today such events affect
European Environment Agency has said that the
some 10% of the globe. His paper warns ‘that
European land temperatures in the past decade
the area covered by extremely hot anomalies
were 1.3 C warmer than the pre-industrialised
(increases in temperature) will continue to inera. Clearly, if this trend were to continue then
crease during the next few decades and even
the 2 C limit would be reached within the next
greater extremes will occur.’
few decades.

James Hanson
Fiona Harvey, Guardian 22 November 2012
as quoted by G Monbiot, Guardian, 16 October
2012 1200 new coal-fired power plants
are being planned world-wide, new research has
Italy faces a future of crop flattering storms
revealed. This huge planned expansion comes
Floods that have devastated Italy during the first despite warnings from politicians, scientists and
week of November could become even more se- campaigners that the planets fast rising carbon
vere in the future, threatening food production
emissions must peak within the next three years
and destroying some of the country's natural
if runaway climate change is to be avoided. The
beauty. A hot, arid summer this year, followed
danger to investors is that fossil fuel assets risk
by the floods, has resulted in 22% reduction in
becoming worthless if international action on limthe apple harvest, pears by 13%, honey by 25% iting climate change moves forward. Whether all
and flour by 12%.
these plants will actually be built will depend
upon whether new emission limits in the USA
Leading Italian meteorologist Mario Giuliacci
and a voluntary limit of coal use in China will be
said: "The Mediterranean has warmed up by 1C agreed.
to 1.5C in the last 20 years, meaning that Atlantic
weather fronts passing over it absorb more vaDamian Carrington, Guardian, 20 November
pour and more heat, which means more energy.
2012
And that means ever more violent storms and

News from the partners
Pe această dată, elevii de la Liceul Teoretic Nicolae Iorga din Bucureşti au plantat copaci alături
de elevi din alte şcoli din întreaga lume. Primii
Friday, September 21, 2012 was the UN Interna- copaci au fost plantaţi la amiază în Oceania, apoi
tional Day of Peace. On this date, students from pe celelalte continente: Asia, Europa şi Africa, iar
“Nicolae Iorga” High School of Bucharest have
lanţul de copaci a ajuns în cele din urmă în cele
planted trees alongside students from other
două Americi. Toate acestea au avut loc într-o
schools around the world. The first trees were
singură zi! Până acum, 5 milioane de copaci au
planted at noon in Oceania, then in the other
fost plantaţi de şcoli în cadrul acestei campanii
continents: Asia, Europe and Africa, and tree
globale organizată în cadrul programelor eurochain finally arrived in the Americas. All these
pene ENO (Environment Online) şi LeAF
activities took place in a single day!
(Learning About Forest).

News from Romania
Let's plant a tree!

În acest an, LeAF şi ENO şi-au unit forţele pentru
a derula cea mai mare campanie de plantare de
până acum. Orice activitate la scară mică poate
deveni de rang global şi fiecare dintre noi putem
contribui. Suntem mândri ca şi elevii din România
au putut participa la acest eveniment global.
Un copac este un simbol pentru noi. Mai întâi,
pentru că ne aminteşte de natură şi de
importanţa protejării ei. Apoi, pentru că semnifică
cooperarea dintre şcolile din întreaga lume.
Susţinem diversitatea culturală şi toleranţa.
Aceşti copaci plantaţi de Ziua Internaţională a
Păcii, reprezintă acum arborii păcii. Sperăm să
creştem împreună cu ei şi pentru viitor. Pacea
este verde!
Adriana Alexandru, ICI

So far, five million trees were planted by schools
in this global campaign organized within European programs ENO (Environment Online) and
LeAF (Learning about Forest). This year, LeAF
and ENO have joined forces to run the largest
planting campaign so far. Any small local activity
can become global ranking and each of us can
contribute. We are proud that students from Romania could participate in this global event.
A tree is a symbol for us. First, because it reminds us of nature and the importance of protecting it. Then, because it means cooperation between schools worldwide. We support cultural
diversity and tolerance. These trees planted in
the International Day of Peace, are now peace
trees. We hope that our students will grow together with them in the future. Peace is Green!

News from France
News from Italy
Bologna dreams of a zero waste city
The European Week for Waste Reduction
(SERR), established in 2009, is an event that
every year EU awareness among European consumers about the best strategies to prevent the
production of waste. The event just ended November 17 to 25 has had great success in Italy
with almost 5300 actions validated. Produce less
waste means less production of CO2 related to
the whole process of production, transport and
disposal, therefore helps contrast global warming.
Every day in Bologna are produced 600 thousand kg of waste. Dreaming to reduce this number to zero is not a utopia, if the 3Rs becomes a
rule for all: "Reduce what you use, reuse what
you can, recycle everything else." In Bologna, for
The schools that have joined the network are
busy starting their projects. Twinnings are being the European Week dedicated to the culture of
recycling, they organized educational workshops,
launched, we should soon see presentations of
the classes on the blog. Concerning the projects information corner, debates, all focused on the
of the classes involved, they are diverse and am- rules of the 3R, to green the consumer conscience of citizens and schools.
bitious: energy consumption of the school building, food and carbon footprint, ecoSecond Life, the point of collection and exchange
neighbourhoods, visits to high efficiency buildof objects that can be reused at the district
ings. Here are a couple of visual presentations
"Borgo Panigale" during the European Week has
from "Collège du Petit Pont" (in French) and
moved in the center of Bologna and gave the
"Collège Michel Servet":
opportunity to the people of Bologna to bring
small objects in good condition that can be exSo far, seven new French schools have joined
the network for this school year. Another one is in changed. In the square Neptune, has organized
a cycle-mobile offices for sixth place in the twothe process of joining us, and we expect new
wheel bicycle auction, recovery labs of small apmembers in the area of Toulouse. Toulouse
pliances and various kinds of objects that would
académie is actually hosting a series of workotherwise end up in landfills two-wheel bicycle
shops about climate change by Rayner Mayer
auction, recovery labs of small appliances and
and John Oversby, for the French teachers, the
various kinds of objects that would otherwise end
first week of December. Maïté Eyquem from
up in landfills
HESPUL will assist them and take contact with
the teachers. These activities are facilitated by
the British Council, France who made the link
between our coordinators and the académie.
News from France
French schools to launch their actions

To visually keep track of the schools, HESPUL
has set up an online map that you can see at:
http://goo.gl/maps/nTlES

Bologna sogna una città a rifiuti zero
La Settimana europea per la riduzione dei rifiuti
(SERR), istituita nel 2009, è un evento Ue che
ogni anno sensibilizza i consumatori europei
sulle migliori strategie di prevenzione della
produzione dei rifiuti. L'evento appena concluso
dal 17 al 25 novembre ha avuto un grande
successo in Italia con quasi 5.300 azioni validate.
Minor produzione di rifiuti significa minor
produzione di CO2 legate a tutto il processo di
produzione, trasporto e dismissione, quindi
contribuisce contrastare il riscaldamento globale.
Ogni giorno a Bologna vengono prodotti 600mila
kg di rifiuti. Sognare di ridurre questa cifra allo
zero non è un'utopia, se la regola delle 3R
diventa un mantra per tutti: "riduci quello che usi,
riusa quello che puoi, ricicla tutto il resto". A
Bologna, per la settimana europea dedicata alla
cultura del riciclo, si sono organizzati laboratori
didattici, corner informativi, dibattiti, tutti incentrati
sulle regole delle 3R, per rendere più verde la
coscienza consumistica dei cittadini e delle
scuole.

Abor Day
At the same time, like every year, 15 to 25 November, Bologna organized Abor Day, an event
created with the purpose of planting new trees
and take care of the existing ones. This year, a
broad program dedicated to adults and children:
educational workshops, lectures, field trips, artistic experimentation and much more. Among the
many events we held a panel discussion entitled
"Urban trees and Climate Change. What is happening to the different species of trees that live in
the urban environment." Event organized by the
Fondazione Villa Chigi, Multicentre for education
for sustainability of Bologna, an associate partner
in the project of the Municipality of Bologna
CWC.

Abor Day
Parallelamente, come ogni anno dal 15 al 25
novembre, si è organizzata la Festa degli alberi
(Abor Day), ricorrenza nata con lo scopo di
piantare nuovi alberi e accudire quelli già
esistenti.
Quest'anno un ricco programma dedicato ad
Second life, il punto di raccolta e scambio di
adulti e bambini: laboratori didattici, letture,
oggetti potenzialmente riutilizzabili, presso il
passeggiate, sperimentazioni artistiche e tanto
quartiere « Borgo Panigale », durante la
Settimana europea si è spostato in Sala borsa,
altro.
nella Piazza Grande di Bologna e ha dato
Fra i numerosi eventi ricordiamo che si è tenuta
l'opportunità ai bolognesi di portare piccoli oggetti una tavola rotonda dal titolo « Alberi in città e
in buono stato che potranno essere scambiati. In Cambiamenti Climatici. Cosa sta accadendo alle
piazza Nettuno, si è organizzata una ciclodiverse specie di alberi che vivono nell'ambiente
officina mobile per mettere in sesto le due ruote, urbano » organizzata dalla Fondazione Villa
un'asta di biciclette, laboratori di recupero di
Ghigi, Multicentro per l'educazione alla
piccoli elettrodomestici e oggetti di varia natura
sostenibilità di Bologna, partner associato del
che altrimenti finirebbero in discarica.
Comune di Bologna nel progetto CWC

Second annual network event, Reading
Teachers from all six countries in the Network joined with other teacher educators in October at
Reading University's Institute of Education. The Institute returned to the university's former home on
London Road in December 2011. This site combines an outstanding oasis of beauty close to the
centre of Reading, with modern teaching facilities designed for teacher education. We shared our
news and activities through posters provoking much discussion and learning about each other's cultures.

A full day training event (see images of methane burning) combined practical work on climate science knowledge, with pedagogical activities such as a game and how to interpret graphs. There
have been positive evaluations of this event which was subsequently used in a cross border workshop held in Toulouse with French teachers.
Linking with the local community
John has been an active member of the Reading Green Policy Forum as the town of Reading develops its policy across businesses, transport, domestic and commercial energy use and sustainability
for a greener future. The policy has now been produced and John is contributing his views and expertise to make it better and more realistic as working with the local community is an essential part
of our network. The Network even has a specific mention in the draft policy! We are clearly making
some impact.
Reflections
This two-day meeting was attended by more than 50 participants from seven European countries.
The main event was a one day workshop on teacher training education in which various pedagogical
aspects were discussed and developed. However the poster session provided a good overview of
what was being done in member schools and the twinning session resulted in new links being created between schools. Face to face contact is always more useful in initiating partnerships than
contact at a distance.
The success of the network can only be assessed from the level of interest and enthusiasm of the
teachers and students. Judging from what was discussed at this meeting, the network is fulfilling a
need. What is now needed is to involve more teachers and more schools.
John Oversby, UoR

Climate change challenge to schools 2012
The network has issued its climate change challenge to all schools to initiate an action to reduce the
increasing emission of greenhouse gases in order to reduce global warming.
For further information and to download an entry form, go to our website
www.changingwithclimate.info
Closing date for expression of interest has been extended to 31 December 2012
Diary
2013
4 March
5/6 March
31 March

European day for discussion of education for sustainable development, Lyon, France
CwC project meeting, Lyon
Closing data for receipt of entries for the climate change challenge

Contacts
If you would like to join the network or would like further information please contact the
network partner in your country.
UK
John Oversby (j.p.oversby@reading.ac.uk)
or Rayner Mayer (r.m.mayer@reading.ac.uk)
ES
Joana Mundo (joana@ecoserveis.net)
RO
Adriana Alexandru (adriana@ici.ro)
or Eleonora Tudora (gilda@ici.ro)
IT
Daniele Zappi (daniele.zappi@comune.bologna.it)
or Matteo Pompili (matteo.pompili@comune.bologna.it)
HU
Eva Csobod @rec.org)
or Julia Schuchmann (jschuchmann@rec.org)
FR
Maite Eyquem (maite.eyquem@hespul.org)
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